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We calculate current and density distributions in stripe (2D planar) junctions between normal
and Majorana nanowires having a finite (y) transverse length. In presence of a magnetic field with
vertical and in-plane components, the y-symmetry of the charge current distribution in the normal
lead changes strongly across the Majorana phase transition: from center-symmetric if a Majorana
mode is present to laterally-shifted (as expected by the Hall effect) if the field is tilted such as
to destroy the Majorana mode due to the projection rule. We compare quasi-particle and charge
distributions of current and density, as well as spin magnetizations. The Majorana mode causes
opposite spin accumulations on the junction and the emergence of a spin current.

PACS numbers: 73.63.Nm,74.45.+c

I. INTRODUCTION

Majorana modes appearing at the ends of hybrid
semiconductor-superconductor nanowires have been the
focus of a strong interest in recent years.1–4 The existence
of these intriguing states was predicted theoretically5–7

and, soon after, strong experimental evidences were seen
in a first round of experiments measuring the zero-bias
anomaly associated with such modes.8–11 Recently, more
refined experiments heavily suppressing disorder due to
impurities and imperfections have confirmed the exis-
tence of these rigid and stable zero modes showing an
improved agreement with the theoretical expectations.12

The physics of hybrid Majorana nanowires was initially
addressed with purely 1D models that nicely captured
the basic behaviors. Two conditions need to be fulfilled
for the existence of a Majorana mode. Namely, a critical
field rule, ∆B >

√

∆2
0 + µ2; and a field projection rule,

∆B sin θ | sinφ| < ∆0, where ∆B is the Zeeman energy
associated with the modulus of the magnetic field (but
not with its direction), ∆0 is the superconductor gap, µ
is the wire chemical potential while θ and φ are the polar
and azimuthal angles, respectively, of the magnetic field
assuming the 1D wire is on the Cartessian x axis. Exten-
sions to take into account transverse motion were soon
investigated considering a few coupled modes in multi-
mode wires (quasi 1D models).13–21 A natural question
appearing when including higher dimensions is the role
of orbital effects of the magnetic field. They have been
studied in continuum models, numerically solved using
grid discretizations, for the cases of planar stripes, cylin-
drical shells and 3D hexagonal wires.22–27

In this work we consider a 2D stripe of width Ly con-
taining a junction between a normal and a superconduct-
ing (Majorana) section. Transport is along x and we
aim specifically at discussing current and density spa-
tial distributions and their dependence on the topolog-
ical state of the Majorana nanowire. A general char-
acteristic of topological materials is the distribution of
currents on the system borders or edges. Ours is a min-
imal continuum model beyond strict 1D and it can be

implemented by laterally patterning a 2D electron gas.
Indeed, the proximity coupling of a 2D semiconductor
heterostructure and a superconductor has already been
achieved in Refs. 28 and 29, where a quantum point
contact has been shown to present a hard gap behav-
ior and the conductance quantization typical of normal-
superconductor junctions.30 This geometry differs from
the core-shell structure of Refs. 8–11, but it is of interest
as it provides relevant physical insights and may yield
new technology opportunities.

Incident electrons from the normal side of the stripe
can be reflected as holes by means of Andreev reflec-
tion. In presence of a Majorana mode this process dom-
inates, even if a moderate potential barrier is present at
the junction. Electron and hole quasiparticle currents
flow in opposite directions on the stripe sides but, since
they yield charge currents in the same direction, a sym-
metric transverse distribution of current in the normal
lead is found due to the Majorana mode. If, however,
the Majorana mode is absent then Andreev reflection is
suppressed, currents are purely of electron type and they
yield an asymmetric transverse profile on the stripe in a
vertical magnetic field. We show below that this scenario
is indeed found in stripe Majorana junctions.

By simply varying the orientation of the magnetic field,
while keeping all other parameters fixed, the Majorana
state may be switched on and off, with the correspond-
ing modifications of the transverse current distribution in
the normal lead. We also find that the spin distributions
in presence of a Majorana mode are reminiscent of the
spin Hall effect, with up and down spin concentrations on
opposite sides of the stripe in the region of the Majorana
mode. The appearance of spin-flip density distributions
is a manifestation of the effective spin-triplet pairing in
the Majorana nanowire. This spin distribution is accom-
panied by the emergence of a spin current in the normal
lead.

A related previous work by us was presented in Ref. 31.
There we discussed the quasiparticle density and current
distributions at the ends of a finite (closed) stripe. The
finite stripe is easier modeled theoretically, however, it
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does not allow any charge current flow as it may occur in
the open junction of the present work. Open Majorana
systems were also recently addressed in Ref. 27, although
not focussing on spatial distributions of currents but on
the phase diagrams with varying transverse lengths.
Numerical modeling of Majorana systems attached to

leads can be performed using software packages such as
KWANT32 or MATHQ.33 In these approaches emphasis is nor-
mally placed in allowing greater flexibility with the mod-
eling of the central part of the system, to which simple
normal leads are attached. In our case, however, the sit-
uation is reversed since we consider more involved leads
having spin-orbit coupling, magnetic Zeeman and orbital
effects, as well as superconductivity (in the right lead),
while the junction itself is a simple potential barrier. For
this reason we have developed a direct junction solver us-
ing the lead modes calculated independently. Specific ad-
vantages of our method are high computational efficiency,
high spatial resolution in y and arbitrary resolution in x
without computational cost. The work is organized as
follows. Section II presents the model and used resolu-
tion techniques. Section III discusses the results and Sec.
IV finally summarizes and concludes the work.

II. MODEL AND RESOLUTION

We consider a 2D stripe containing a junction between
a normal and a superconducting lead. A Rashba spin-
orbit coupling and a magnetic field are acting in all parts
of the system. Electrons are incident from the asymp-
totic part of the normal side and they are scattered, ei-
ther transmitted or reflected, by the junction that may
contain a potential barrier.

A. Hamiltonian

The system is described with a Bogoliubov-deGennes
Hamiltonian, similarly as in Ref. 25,

HBdG = H0 +Hsc +HZ +HR +Horb . (1)

Specifically, the first contribution to Eq. (1) contains the
kinetic and potential energies not depending on the mag-
netic field

H0 =

(

p2x + p2y
2m

+ V (x, y)− µ

)

τz , (2)

where the potential V (x, y) contains the transverse con-
finement due to an infinite square well of length Ly, as
well as finite potential barrier along x centered at the
junction position x = 0, of height Vb and length Lb.
The superconducting term in Eq. (1) is

Hsc = ∆0(x) τx , (3)

where ∆0(x) represents the induced superconductivity
parameter that vanishes for x < 0 and takes a constant

value ∆0 for x > 0. The subsequent Zeeman and Rashba
terms are

HZ = ∆B (sin θ cosφσx + sin θ sinφσy + cos θ σz) ;(4)

HR =
α

~
( pxσy − pyσx ) τz . (5)

The last contribution to Eq. (1) contains the magnetic
orbital terms

Horb =
~
2

2ml4z
y2τz −

~
2

ml2z
ypx −

α

l2z
yσy , (6)

where lz is the magnetic length depending on the verti-
cal component of the magnetic field l2z ≡ ~c/eBz. The
Nambu spinor convention in Eqs. (2)-(6), relating dis-
crete components with spin (↑↓) and isospin (⇑⇓) is
Ψ ≡ (Ψ↑⇑,Ψ↓⇑,Ψ↓⇓,−Ψ↑⇓)

T .

B. Algorithm

We are interested in finding solutions of Schrödinger’s
equation for a given energy E

(HBdG − E)Ψ(xyησητ ) = 0 , (7)

where ησ and ητ represent the discrete spin and
isospin variables, respectively. Our method relies on k-
expansions of the wave function, including the possibil-
ity of complex k’s,34 for the asymptotic normal (left L)
and superconductor (right R) sides, combined with a grid
discretization in the junction (center C) region. The al-
gorithm is based on the quantum-transmitting-boundary
method and, in practice, it amounts to an effective way
of matching the two different sets of asymptotic solutions
in 2D. Our method is devised to allow a high spatial res-
olution, made possible because only a relatively small
number of grid points along x is required, which allows
using a large number of points along y. In addition, the
use of asymptotic k-modes allows extending the solutions
an arbitrary distance into the leads.
In a generic contact c = L,R the wave function can be

expanded as

Ψ(xyησητ ) =
∑

αnα

d(α,c)nα
exp

[

ik(α,c)nα
x
]

φ(α,c)
nα

(yησητ ) ,

(8)
where α = i, o referes generically to both input and
output modes. The bookkeeping of modes requires us-
ing three labels, (α, nα, c), corresponding to mode type,
mode number and contact, respectively. The set of com-

plex amplitudes {d
(α,c)
nα } fully characterizes the asymp-

totic solution in contact c. At this point, we assume
that the wire mode wave numbers and wave functions are
known for a sufficiently large set, {k

(α,c)
nα , φ

(α,c)
nα (yησητ )}.

We introduce a uniform grid of points, containing the
junction (C) and small portions of the leads (L,R). Our
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sought-after unknowns are the values of the wave func-
tion on the grid points as well as the set of output am-

plitudes {Ψ(xyησητ ), d
(o,L/R)
no }. Notice that input am-

plitudes must be supplied. The closed-system of linear
equation reads

(HBdG − E) Ψ(xyησητ ) = 0 , (xy) ∈ C , (9)

Ψ(xyησητ )−
∑

no

d(o,c)no
exp

[

ik(o,c)no
x
]

φ(o,c)
no

(yησητ ) =
∑

ni

d(i,c)ni
exp

[

ik(i,c)ni
x
]

φ(i,c)
ni

(yησητ ) , (xy, c) ∈ L/R , (10)

∑

ησητ

∫

dy φ(o,c)
mo

(yησητ )
∗ Ψ(xcyησητ ) −

∑

no

d(o,c)no
exp

[

ik(o,c)no
xc

]

M(oc,oc)
mono

=

∑

ni

d(i,c)ni
exp

[

ik(i,c)ni
xc

]

M(oc,ic)
moni

, c ∈ L/R , (11)

where xc indicates the x coordinate of the grid points on
region C at the boundary with contact c = L/R and we
defined the overlap matrices

M(αc,βc)
mαnβ

=
∑

ησητ

∫

dy φ(α,c)
mα

(yησητ )
∗φ(β,c)

mβ
(yησητ ) .

(12)
The linear system posed by Eqs. (9)-(11) is efficiently

solved using sparse matrix routines35 once a particular

non-vanishing input amplitude is assumed, e.g., d
(i,L)
ni =

1. Indeed, quite high spatial resolutions of current and
density can be achieved as shown below. Once the set of

output amplitudes {d
(o,c)
no } is known, the wave function

can be arbitrarily extended into the asymptotic regions,
as anticipated, since there the x dependence is analytical,
Eq. (8).

C. Complex k’s

The above method requires the knowledge of mode
wave numbers and wave functions for each lead
{k, φ(yησητ )}, where we dropped for simplicity all mode

labels. They can be obtained in a very efficient way
with the diagonalization of a sparse non-Hermitian ma-
trix. Notice that the wave number k, not the energy E, is
the required eigenvalue and that the original Schrödinger
problem is nonlinear (quadratic) in k. A clever trick al-
lows a transformation into a linear eigenvalue problem
by enlarging the space of wave function components.36,37

Replacing px → ~k in the Hamiltonian we obtain
(properly defining HA/B)

HBDG → HA +HB ℓ0k +
~
2k2

2m
τz , (13)

where ℓ0 is a length unit that will be specified below.
Define now φsσsτ (y), the spin-isospin components with
proper spinors χs, as

φ(yησητ ) =
∑

sσsτ

φsσsτ (y)χsσ (ησ)χsτ (ητ ) , (14)

and the corresponding ’enlarged’ set of components

φ̃sσsτ (y) ≡ ℓ0sτ k φsσsτ (y). (15)

With the above definitions we recast Schrödinger’s
eigenvalue problem into the doubled system of equations

sτ φ̃sσsτ (y) = k ℓ0 φsσsτ (y) , (16)

−
2mℓ20
~2

∑

y′s′σs
′

τ

[

〈ysσsτ |HA|y
′s′σs

′
τ 〉φs′σs

′

τ
(y′)

+ 〈ysσsτ |HB|y
′s′σs

′
τ 〉 s

′
τ φ̃s′σs

′

τ
(y′)

]

+
2mℓ20
~2

E φsσsτ (y) = k ℓ0 φ̃sσsτ (y) , (17)

that, indeed, yields the wavenumber k as eigenvalue.
While the starting E-eigenvalue problem, Eq. (7), is
Hermitian and yields real energy eigenvalues, the trans-
formed k-eigenvalue system is non Hermitian. In this

case, this is a nice property since wave numbers have
indeed to be complex for evanescent modes. We have
diagonalized the eigenvalue problem posed by Eqs. (16)
and (17) with the Arpack library,38 obtaining the wave
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numbers ordered by increasing distance (in the complex
plane) from a given reference value. We typically include
in our calculation the ≈ 50 modes closer to the origin.

D. Spatial distributions

We are interested in the spatial distributions of density
and currents. The quasiparticle probability distributions
ρqp(x, y) and ~qp(x, y) for the finite (closed) stripe were
already discussed, e.g., in Ref. 31. They fulfill the conti-
nuity equation

∂ρqp
∂t

= −∇ · ~qp , (18)

and they are given in terms of the four-component wave
function spinors Ψ by

ρqp(x, y) = Ψ∗(x, y)Ψ(x, y) , (19)

~qp(x, y) = ℜ
[

Ψ∗(x, y) ~̂vqp Ψ(x, y)
]

, (20)

where we defined the vector operator

~̂vqp = −i
~

m
∇ τz +

e

mc
~A+

α

~
(σy~ux − σx~uy) τz . (21)

Expressions for the charge ρc(x, y) and current ~c(x, y)
densities are easily obtained form the corresponding
quasiparticle distributions simply inserting an additional
−eτz factor in Eqs. (19) and (20)

ρc(x, y) = −eΨ∗(x, y) τz Ψ(x, y) , (22)

~c(x, y) = −eℜ
[

Ψ∗(x, y) ~̂vqpτz Ψ(x, y)
]

. (23)

Similar distributions for spin magnetization density
ρsp(x, y) and current ~sp(x, y) read

ρsp(x, y) = Ψ∗(x, y)σz Ψ(x, y) , (24)

~sp(x, y) = ℜ
[

Ψ∗(x, y) ~̂vqpσz Ψ(x, y)
]

. (25)

It is worth stressing that neither ~c nor ~sp fulfill a con-
tinuity equation similar to Eq. (18), since they are not
conserved quantities in the sense that the superconductor
may act as a source of charge and spin currents. Indeed,
explicit examples where this occurs are shown in next
section on results.

III. RESULTS

As in Ref. 25 we consider a unit system characterized
by a length unit LU and a corresponding energy unit
defined with ~ and m as EU = ~

2/mL2
U . Our natural

choice is LU = Ly, the transverse width of the 2D stripe.
With LU = 150 nm and m = 0.033me, typical with InAs,
it is EU = 0.10 meV. Below, we will also assume other
typical values as α = 2EULU , ∆0 = 3EU . Also, from
∆B = g∗µBB/2, with µB the Bohr magneton and g∗ =
15 (gyromagnetic factor), we may obtain the magnetic
field modulus from ∆B as B = 0.23(∆B/EU )T.
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FIG. 1. Probability (color plot) and current (vector plot) for
spatial distributions of quasiparticles (left) and charge (right).
The results have been scaled dividing by the corresponding
maximum absolute value of each field. Each row of panels
corresponds to a different configuration. Panels a) and b) are
obtained with ∆B = 12EU and (θ, φ) = (80o, 10o), when a
Majorana mode is clearly present. Panels c) are d) are for the
same ∆B but in a more tilted orientation (θ, φ) = (80o, 15o),
when the Majorana mode is lost due to the projection rule.
Panels e) and f) are with (θ, φ) = (80o, 0) and a reduced
field ∆B = EU , when the Majorana is lost due to the critical
field rule. Rest of parameters: ∆0 = 3EU , α = 2EULU ,
g∗ = 15, m∗ = 0.033me, Vb = 5 EU , Lb = 0.3LU , µ = 0
(a-d), µ = 3EU (e, f).

A. Characteristic distributions

Figure 1 presents typical results of quasiparti-
cle/charge density/current distributions in a magnetic
field with vertical component when a Majorana mode
is present (panels a, b) and when it is destroyed by ei-
ther tilting the field with respect to the z axis (panels
c, d) or by decreasing the field intensity (panels e, f).
A potential barrier of a moderate height is present at
the junction. In Fig. 1a the quasiparticle density clearly
reflects the presence of the Majorana on the R (right, su-
perconductor) side while the quasiparticle current shows
a U-turn shape and a sequence of vortices on the L and
R sides, respectively. The corresponding charge distribu-
tions (Fig. 1b) are markedly different. The charge density
is characterized by charge accumulations in the normal
side of the stripe, of reversed signs for opposite sides, that
fade away when entering the superconducting side. Being
charge neutral, the Majorana leaves only minor density
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FIG. 2. Transverse cuts of the quasiparticle (a) and charge
(b) currents in the normal lead and its evolution with az-
imuthal angle φ. The same parameters of Fig. 1c and 1d have
been used, except of φ that is varied as specified. The results
are scaled by the corresponding maximum absolute values.

distortions localized close the junction. The charge cur-
rent in Fig. 1b is y-symmetric in the L contact and it
slowly vanishes when entering the R lead. This scenario
is understood in terms of the Andreev reflection of inci-
dent electrons into holes made possible even in presence
of the junction barrier by the Majorana mode.

Results in Figs. 1c and 1d show the evolution when
further tilting the magnetic field in the lateral direc-
tion, keeping the vertical component constant. Increas-
ing the azimuthal angle φ the projection rule mentioned
in Sec. I sets up a limit for the stability of the Majorana
state, when the energy gap closes on the superconducting
side and propagating modes emerge towards the right.39

Crossing this critical φ, Andreev reflection is strongly
quenched in front of normal transmission and reflection.
This change has a strong influence on the spatial distri-
butions of Figs. 1c and 1d with respect to the preceding
situation with the Majorana mode. Quasiparticle and
charge distributions are now basically due to electronic
states only, and hence, they are rather similar once the
negative sign of the electron charge is taken into account.
Normal reflection causes wiggling of the reflected charge
current (Fig. 1d) but the most important effect is the
side shift of the current, in sharp contrast with the sit-
uation of Fig. 1b. This shift is caused by the vertical
component of the field and, thus, it is qualitatively sim-
ilar to the transmission by edge modes of the quantum
Hall effect.

Figures 1e and 1f show the results when the field inten-
sity is reduced below the critical value for the presence
of a Majorana mode. A chemical potential µ = 3EU

has also been used to allow for propagating states in the
normal lead. In this situation, normal transmission is
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FIG. 3. High magnetic field results, when edge modes are
formed and the Majorana is split. Similarly to Fig. 1, pan-
els a) and b) correspond to quasiparticle and charge spatial
distributions for ∆B = 30 EU and (θ, φ) = (82o, 0). Panel c)
shows the evolution with ∆B of a transverse cut in the charge
current deep in the normal lead.

greatly quenched in front of normal reflection by the bar-
rier and the pattern of interferences on the normal side is
enhanced. Indeed, a sequence of vortices in the quasipar-
ticle and charge densities are seen in the L lead in Figs.
1e and 1f.

More clear transverse cuts of quasiparticle and charge
currents in the asymptotic region of the normal lead are
shown in Fig. 2. Panel 2a (quasiparticle current) shows
for φ = 0 electrons and holes flowing along opposite
transverse sides and the disappearance of the holes when
increasing φ. Panel 2b shows the above mentioned side
shift of the charge current when increasing φ. The pro-
file is symmetric in presence of the Majorana, until φ
exceeds a critical value of ≈ 11 degrees, at which point
the y inversion symmetry is gradually lost.

With very large magnetic fields, when lz < Ly (lz and
Ly being the magnetic length and the stripe width, re-
spectively) the modes become increasingly edge-like. In
this situation, we find that the decay of the evanescent
modes towards the R lead is extremely small, the density
and current distributions getting attached to the sides of
the stripe and penetrating the superconductor side (Fig.
3). At such high magnetic fields the Majorana is not leav-
ing a noticeable fingerprint on the spatial distributions,
although the charge current profile is still y-symmetric
but characterized by two peaks on the two lateral edges
(Fig. 3c). The quasiparticle distribution, Fig. 3a, is also
showing how the Majorana peak splits into two because
of the large magnetic tendency to attach quasiparticles
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FIG. 4. a) Distribution of spin density ρsp (color plot) and
spin current ~sp (arrow plot). b) transverse cut of ~sp in the
L lead. The same parameters of Fig. 1a have been used. The
results are scaled by the corresponding maximum absolute
values.

along the side edges.

B. Spin distributions

Spin magnetization distributions ρsp(x, y) and ~sp(x, y)
are shown in Fig. 4 for a selected case. They correspond
to the presence of the Majorana state shown in Fig. 1a,
for a field with θ = 80o and φ = 0. Notice that ac-
cumulations of spins of different signs occur on the two
sides of the stripe. These accumulations are particularly
strong on the position of the Majorana state and are due
to the spin flip between incident and reflected quasiparti-
cles, induced by the junction. Remarkably, such spin-flip
Andreev reflection is a manifestation of an effective spin
triplet pairing on the R lead, due to the combination of
Zeeman, pairing and Rashba interactions. The junction
is then acting as a source of spin current ~sp towards the
normal lead and whose transverse profile is y-symmetric
(Fig. 4b). The spin current is obviously not conserved
which is not surprising since, as already mentioned, Eq.
(18) is not fulfilled with spin distributions.

C. Asymmetries

We have explored the situation in which the junction
barrier contains y-aymmetries (Fig. 5). In this case the
distributions ρqp and ~qp, reflecting the position of the
Majorana mode, are distorted with respect to those of
a symmetric barrier (Figs. 1a and 1b). The distortion
is also seen in the charge distributions ρc and ~c shown

a) 

MNW 

N MNW 
Vb 

b) c) 

1 0 1

0.5

0

0.5

y 
( L

U
 ) 

1.5 0 1.5

x ( LU ) 

0 1.5

x ( LU ) 

FIG. 5. Panel a) is a sketch of an asymmetric junction barrier.
Panels b) and c) show the same as Fig. 1a and 1b but for an
asymmetric barrier covering only half of the stripe width.

in Fig. 5b. These modifications, however, are restricted
to the vicinity of the junction, the distributions rapidly
recovering the same shape of the symmetric barrier when
going towards the normal lead. In particular, we find a
y-symmetric charge current in the L lead in spite of the
presence of an asymmetric barrier. The lack of depen-
dence of the asymptotic distributions on specific details
of the barrier agrees with the expected robust topological
behavior of the junction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated density/current spatial distribu-
tions of quasiparticle/charge/spin in a 2D junction be-
tween a normal and a hybrid superconducting lead. The
current distributions in the normal lead present a strong
variation with the topological phase of the superconduct-
ing lead. When a Majorana mode is present the charge
current is y-symmetric due to the dominant Andreev re-
flection processes. Tilting the field laterally, while keep-
ing the vertical component fixed, the current is suddenly
displaced to the lead lateral side when crossing the Ma-
jorana phase boundary. Decreasing the field magnitude,
Andreev reflection is replaced by normal reflection due
to the potential barrier and the charge current presents
typical interference patterns.

The Majorana mode causes spin density accumula-
tions of opposite signs as well as the emergence of a y-
symmetric spin current propagating in the normal lead.
The spin flip mechanism can be understood as a man-
ifestation of an effective triplet pairing in the Majo-
rana nanowire. Finally, the current distributions in the
asymptotic parts of the normal lead are not affected by
asymmetries of the junction barrier, as expected for a
robust topological behaviour.
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